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Senior Stewards Report
Name of Track

Fort Erie

Date

Tuesday, 24 Sep 2019

Weather

Race 1 - 8: Clear (Temp: 22 deg. C)

Track Conditions

Type:

Number of Races

8

Scratches

3

Vet:

Dirt, fast

Stewards:

Post-time

Turf:

4

1:20

Good

Track:

Senior Steward

Associate Steward

Associate Steward

Fenton Platts

Fred Brethour

Paul Nielsen

Report on day’s Events: (Backstretch - accidents, fines, suspensions, objections, disqualifications, refunds, pertinent incidents,
general details etc., Film Reviews, Races, Claims)

Office:
Trainer Ken Albu attended, signed NOR for having the horse J. M. R. Silent attend the paddock
late for the 3rd race on September 22, 2019. He explained that the horse was ready to go at the
10 minute call, horse gave the handler a hard time going forward and ended being late. The
person attending the gap to the track where the horses cross to go to the paddock confirmed the
behavior of the horse. No action taken on Mr. Albu

Trainer Michael Blake cited for having his horse Danny’s Rush late for the paddock, was informed
to see us on Sunday Sept. 29, 2019

Film Reviews:
Race 6, September 22, 2019. Helen Vanek, urging in the vicinity of the ¼ pole to the 3/16 pole.
Ms. Vanek was aware that she did not break up the action and was issued a monetary penalty of
$200.00 for the offence
Races:

Race 1, clear
Race 2, #1 Sir Adidas could not keep up and was eased, rest ok. Call from Dr. Nugent, he
observed the #7 Triglav and thought they may have applied, what is known as crystals, to the
horse. The horse was fractious in post parade and the jockey Juan Crawford thought he smelled
something as well. Spoke with Security to check on Joe Humber barn on backstretch as they
have a runner in the fourth race. Spoke with paddock judge, he stated he did not see or smell
anything un-towards.
Race 3, clear, #3 Pierre Mailhot cited for a possible urging violation, excessive use of crop, NOR
drawn
Race 4, Turf, #6 Sophistication bore out into first turn, #8 Sassy Moe trailed the field throughout.
#6 Pierre Mailhot, cited for a possible urging violation, excessive use of crop. Mr. Mailhot excused
from the remainder of his mounts.
Race 5, clear
Race 6, #3 Arrius, on advisement of the Official Veterinarian was scratched at the gate after
being unruly, long delay, 17 minutes, #1 Gunner Ben popped up at the start, rest ok
Race 7, Turf, clear
Race 8, #9 Rightfromthegecko returned to the paddock for a saddle adjustment, slight delay #1
Jacob’s Brew bore out at start, rest ok
Mutuel handle: $932,791.
Claims:
Race 3, #4 Jack’s Memory for $4,500.00 by Karina Shaak/Tr. D. Maynard
Race 3, #5 Adopted Family for $4,000.00 by Woodland Hills Farms/Tr. K. Smith

